The conformation of histone H5 bound to DNA. Maintenance of the globular structure after binding.
Trypsin digestion is used to investigate the conformation of histone H5 when bound to DNA. A central region of H5 comprising residues (22--100) is found to be resistant to digestion and it is concluded that this region is compacted whilst the remaining N- and C-terminal regions are more extended. Since this is the same result found previously for the free solution conformation of histone H5 it follows that a 3-domain structure is preserved on DNA binding. The binding of H5 and the central region (22--100) to DNA is also studied using proton magnetic resonance (270 MHz) and a precipitation approach. It is concluded that all 3 domains of H5 bind to DNA at low ionic strengths. The central domain (residues 22--100) is released at 0.3--0.4 M NaCl, but 0.7 M NaCl is required to release the N- and C-terminal regions. Comparison is made of H5 binding to DNA with that of the related histone H1.